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Fighting for Virtue investigates how Thailand's judges were tasked by the late King
Bhumibol Adulyadej (Rama IX) in 2006 with helping to solve the country's intractable
political problems—and what happened next. Across the last decade of Rama IX's rule,
Duncan McCargo examines the world of Thai judges: how they were recruited, trained,
and promoted, and how they were socialized into a conservative world view that
emphasized the proximity between the judiciary and the monarchy. McCargo delves
into three pivotal freedom of expression cases that illuminate Thai legal and cultural
understandings of sedition and treason, before examining the ways in which
accusations of disloyalty made against controversial former prime minister Thaksin
Shinawatra came to occupy a central place in the political life of a deeply polarized
nation. The author navigates the highly contentious role of the Constitutional Court as a
key player in overseeing and regulating Thailand's political order before concluding with
reflections on the significance of the Bhumibol era of "judicialization" in Thailand. In the
end, posits McCargo, under a new king, who appears far less reluctant to assert his
own power and authority, the Thai courts may now assume somewhat less significance
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as a tool of the monarchical network.
From public intellectual and professor Robert Boyers, a thought-provoking volume of
nine essays that elegantly and fiercely addresses recent developments in American
culture and argues for the tolerance of difference that is at the heart of the liberal
tradition. Written from the perspective of a liberal intellectual who has spent a lifetime
as a writer, editor, and college professor, The Tyranny of Virtue is a precise and
nuanced insider’s look at shifts in American culture—most especially in the American
academy—that so many people find alarming. Part memoir and part polemic, an
anatomy of important and dangerous ideas, and a cri de coeur lamenting the erosion of
standard liberal values, Boyers’s collection of essays is devoted to such subjects as
tolerance, identity, privilege, appropriation, diversity, and ableism that have turned
academic life into a minefield. Why, Robert Boyers asks, are a great many liberals,
people who should know better, invested in the drawing up of enemies lists and driven
by the conviction that on critical issues no dispute may be tolerated? In stories,
anecdotes, and character profiles, a public intellectual and longtime professor takes on
those in his own progressive cohort who labor in the grip of a poisonous and illiberal
fundamentalism. The end result is a finely tuned work of cultural intervention from the
front lines.
Hyper-capitalism and extreme identity politics are driving us to distraction. Both destroy
the basis of a common life shared across ages and classes. The COVID-19 crisis could
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accelerate these tendencies further, or it could herald something more hopeful: a postliberal moment. Adrian Pabst argues that now is the time for an alternative –
postliberalism – that is centred around trust, dignity, and human relationships. Instead
of reverting to the destabilising inhumanity of 'just-in-time' free-market globalisation, we
could build a politics upon the sense of localism and community spirit, the valuing of
family, place and belonging, which was a real theme of lockdown. We are not obliged to
put up with the restoration of a broken status quo that erodes trust, undermines
institutions and trashes our precious natural environment. We could build a pluralist
democracy, decentralise the state, and promote embedded, mutualist markets. This
bold book shows that only a politics which fuses economic justice with social solidarity
and ecological balance can overcome our deep divisions and save us from
authoritarian backlash.?
Public corruption is the silent killer of our economy. We’ve spawned the thickest
network of patronage and influence ever seen in any country, a crony capitalism in
which business partners with government and transfers wealth from the poor to the rich.
This is a betrayal of the Framers’ vision for America, and of the Constitution they saw
as an anti-corruption covenant. Most Americans get it, and this explains the otherwise
improbable rise of Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders. When a country is corrupt,
legislative efforts to make things better can actually make them worse. That’s what has
happened with our campaign finance laws, says the conservative, and not entirely
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without reason. We’ve criminalized political speech and sent the message that it’s
unsafe to get involved in politics without a lawyer at one’s side. Donor disclosure
requirements have also unleashed Internet mobs that attack political opponents. We’d
be better off without any of them, Buckley argues in this provocative book. They’re a
net with the curious feature that the big fish swim through safely while only the little fish
are caught, and those with the wrong political beliefs. All such rules are a disaster, and
should be replaced by a different set of laws that focus on crony capitalism and the
nexus of legislators and lobbyists that prey on our economy.
Virtue has been rediscovered in the United States as a subject of public debate and of
philosophical inquiry. Politicians from both parties, leading intellectuals, and concerned
citizens from diverse backgrounds are addressing questions about the content of our
character. William Bennett's moral guide for children, A Book of Virtues, was a national
bestseller. Yet many continue to associate virtue with a prudish, Victorian morality or
with crude attempts by government to legislate morals. Peter Berkowitz clarifies the
fundamental issues, arguing that a certain ambivalence toward virtue reflects the liberal
spirit at its best. Drawing on recent scholarship as well as classical political philosophy,
he makes his case with penetrating analyses of four central figures in the making of
modern liberalism: Hobbes, Locke, Kant, and Mill. These thinkers are usually
understood to have neglected or disparaged virtue. Yet Berkowitz shows that they all
believed that government resting on the fundamental premise of liberalism--the natural
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freedom and equality of all human beings--could not work unless citizens and
officeholders possess particular qualities of mind and character. These virtues, which
include reflective judgment, sympathetic imagination, self-restraint, the ability to
cooperate, and toleration do not arise spontaneously but must be cultivated. Berkowitz
explores the various strategies the thinkers employ as they seek to give virtue its due
while respecting individual liberty. Liberals, he argues, must combine energy and
forbearance, finding public and private ways to support such nongovernmental
institutions as the family and voluntary associations. For these institutions, the liberal
tradition powerfully suggests, play an indispensable role not only in forming the virtues
on which liberal democracy depends but in overcoming the vices that it tends to
engender. Clearly written and vigorously argued, this is a provocative work of political
theory that speaks directly to complex issues at the heart of contemporary philosophy
and public discussion. New Forum Books makes available to general readers
outstanding, original, interdisciplinary scholarship with a special focus on the juncture of
culture, law, and politics. New Forum Books is guided by the conviction that law and
politics not only reflect culture, but help to shape it. Authors include leading political
scientists, sociologists, legal scholars, philosophers, theologians, historians, and
economists writing for nonspecialist readers and scholars across a range of fields.
Looking at questions such as political equality, the concept of rights, the problem of
virtue in liberal politics, crime and punishment, population, poverty, economic
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development, and the international legal and political order, New Forum Books seeks to
explain--not explain away--the difficult issues we face today.
Tradition, Rationality, and Virtue provides the first comprehensive and detailed
treatment of the work of Alasdair MacIntyre. In this book Thomas D'Andrea presents an
accessible critical study of the full range of MacIntyre's thought across ethical theory,
psychoanalytic theory, social and political philosophy, Marxist theory, and the
philosophy of religion. Moving from the roots of MacIntyre's thought in ethical inquiry,
this book examines MacIntyre's treatment of Marx, Christianity, and the nature of
human action and discusses in depth the development and applications of MacIntyre's
After Virtue project. The book culminates in an examination of major internal and
external criticisms of MacIntyre's work and a consideration of its future directions.
A detailed study of early historical preservation efforts between the 1780s and the
1850s In Historic Real Estate, Whitney Martinko shows how Americans in the fledgling
United States pointed to evidence of the past in the world around them and debated
whether, and how, to preserve historic structures as permanent features of the new
nation's landscape. From Indigenous mounds in the Ohio Valley to Independence Hall
in Philadelphia; from Benjamin Franklin's childhood home in Boston to St. Philip's
Episcopal Church in Charleston, South Carolina; from Dutch colonial manors of the
Hudson Valley to Henry Clay's Kentucky estate, early advocates of preservation strove
not only to place boundaries on competitive real estate markets but also to determine
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what should not be for sale, how consumers should behave, and how certain types of
labor should be valued. Before historic preservation existed as we know it today, many
Americans articulated eclectic and sometimes contradictory definitions of architectural
preservation to work out practical strategies for defining the relationship between public
good and private profit. In arguing for the preservation of houses of worship and
Indigenous earthworks, for example, some invoked the "public interest" of their
stewards to strengthen corporate control of these collective spaces. Meanwhile,
businessmen and political partisans adopted preservation of commercial sites to create
opportunities for, and limits on, individual profit in a growing marketplace of goods. And
owners of old houses and ancestral estates developed methods of preservation to
reconcile competing demands for the seclusion of, and access to, American homes to
shape the ways that capitalism affected family economies. In these ways, individuals
harnessed preservation to garner political, economic, and social profit from the
performance of public service. Ultimately, Martinko argues, by portraying the problems
of the real estate market as social rather than economic, advocates of preservation
affirmed a capitalist system of land development by promising to make it moral.
'Virtue signaling' is the phrase that got popular on social media during the 2016 election
as a way of derogating political opponents. But what is virtue signaling, really? How
does it work, where does it come from, and is it really a bad thing? How can it help
people to virtue signaling better -- when you're doing it, and when your friends, family,
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colleagues, and mates are doing it? This short, thoughtful, easy-to-read book is about
how we can better understand people's instincts to show off our moral virtues,
personality traits, ideologies, political attitudes, and lifestyle choices through our public
behavior and language, from dating to street protests to social media to academic
censorship. It shows how virtue signaling is the key to understanding current debates
about free speech and viewpoint diversity on campuses, in corporations, and
throughout society. Understanding virtue signaling is a social superpower, like
understanding body language, or personality traits, or sex differences. Are you curious
why politics and religion lead to so many bitter debates around the Thanksgiving dinner
table -- even among relatives who get along in every other domain? Or why so many
single people put 'No Trump supporters ' or 'No Libtards ' on the dating profiles -- when
politics plays such a small role in day-to-day relationships? Or why Gen Z college
students want to censor ideas they think are evil -- when they're supposed to be
exposing themselves to diverse perspectives? Virtue signaling is one of those concepts
that's easy to understand, but that most people don't bother to face -- because we're all
doing it all the time, and acknowledging our own virtue signaling makes us feel
embarrassed and hypocritical.Let's face the reality of virtue signaling. This book offers a
scientifically grounded, practical, non-partisan set of insights so you understand your
own ideological passions, your relationships, and your society much more easily. If you
don't understand your own virtue signaling, then your ideologies and signaling habits,
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not your conscious mind, are running your life. If you don't understand other people's
virtue signaling, then it's hard to take their point of view and to find common ground with
them. If you don't understanding virtue signaling in the political realm, it's hard to
convince other citizens to support your causes, policies, and candidates.This book
collects seven essays written from 1996 through 2018. They're all focused around the
evolutionary psychology of politics, ethics, and language. It includes a new preface,
new introductions that give the backstory to each essay, and a new list of further
readings (including about 100 books by other people). The book is about 32,000 words,
or about 85-130 pages depending on your reader format. The author, Geoffrey Miller, is
a tenured evolutionary psychology professor at University of New Mexico. He's been
writing and teaching about the origins and functions of moral virtues for decades. His
previous books include The Mating Mind, Spent, Mating Intelligence, and What Women
Want. He got his B.A. from Columbia University, and his Ph.D. from Stanford
University. He's also worked at NYU Stern Business School, UCLA, University College
London, and the London School of Economics. He has over 110 publications about
sexual selection, mate choice, signaling theory, fitness indicators, consumer behavior,
marketing, intelligence, creativity, language, art, music, humor, emotions, personality,
psychopathology, and behavior genetics. He has also given 200 talks in 16 countries,
and his research has been featured in Nature, Science, The New York Times, The
Washington Post, New Scientist, and The Economist, on NPR and BBC radio, and in
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documentaries on CNN, PBS, Discovery Channel, National Geographic Channel, and
BBC.
Two expert authors combine a compelling critique of contemporary liberalism with postliberal alternatives in politics, the economy, culture and international affairs, to provide
the fullest account so far of the post-liberal alternative in Western politics.
A Times Literary Supplement’s Book of the Year 2020 A New Statesman's Best Book
of 2020 A Bloomberg's Best Book of 2020 A Guardian Best Book About Ideas of 2020
The world-renowned philosopher and author of the bestselling Justice explores the
central question of our time: What has become of the common good? These are
dangerous times for democracy. We live in an age of winners and losers, where the
odds are stacked in favor of the already fortunate. Stalled social mobility and
entrenched inequality give the lie to the American credo that "you can make it if you
try". The consequence is a brew of anger and frustration that has fueled populist protest
and extreme polarization, and led to deep distrust of both government and our fellow
citizens--leaving us morally unprepared to face the profound challenges of our time.
World-renowned philosopher Michael J. Sandel argues that to overcome the crises that
are upending our world, we must rethink the attitudes toward success and failure that
have accompanied globalization and rising inequality. Sandel shows the hubris a
meritocracy generates among the winners and the harsh judgement it imposes on
those left behind, and traces the dire consequences across a wide swath of American
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life. He offers an alternative way of thinking about success--more attentive to the role of
luck in human affairs, more conducive to an ethic of humility and solidarity, and more
affirming of the dignity of work. The Tyranny of Merit points us toward a hopeful vision
of a new politics of the common good.
Politics in the Twentieth Century was dominated by a single question: how much of our
collective life should be determined by the state, and what should be left to the market
and civil society? Now the debate is different: to what extent should our lives be
directed and controlled by powerful digital systems - and on what terms? Digital
technologies - from artificial intelligence to blockchain, from robotics to virtual reality are transforming the way we live together. Those who control the most powerful
technologies are increasingly able to control the rest of us. As time goes on, these
powerful entities - usually big tech firms and the state - will set the limits of our liberty,
decreeing what may be done and what is forbidden. Their algorithms will determine vital
questions of social justice. In their hands, democracy will flourish or decay. A landmark
work of political theory, Future Politics challenges readers to rethink what it means to
be free or equal, what it means to have power or property, and what it means for a
political system to be just or democratic. In a time of rapid and relentless changes, it is
a book about how we can - and must - regain control. Winner of the Estoril Global
Issues Distinguished Book Prize.
Expounding upon, 'The Republic, ' the earlier work of his teacher Plato, Aristotle in
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'Politics' examines the various options for governance and their respective values. A
detailed and pragmatic approach to the subject, Aristotle's 'Politics' provides much of
the foundation for modern political thought
James Hankins challenges the view that the Renaissance was the seedbed of modern
republicanism, with Machiavelli as exemplary thinker. What most concerned
Renaissance political theorists, Hankins contends, was not reforming laws but shaping
citizens. To secure the social good, they fostered virtue through a new program of
education: the humanities.
It is now commonly acknowledged that numerous key players in and around the Bush
administration’s planning of the Iraq invasion were connected through a common
background in the political philosophy of Leo Strauss, a German-born University of
Chicago professor who died in 1973. These Straussian "neocons" were held
responsible for exploiting the September 11th attacks in order to further their own
foreign policy agenda. Cloaked in Virtue is the first book to take a critical view of the
political ideas of Leo Strauss himself by careful attention to his own writings before and
after his emigration to the United States. The result is a critical examination of the
political theory of Leo Strauss, lifting the veil of intentional obfuscation, and its influence
on the neoconservative foreign policy of the George W. Bush administration. This book
will be of interest to students and scholars of politics and international relations.
Influential exploration of the idea of friendship and its political consequences. "O, my
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friends, there is no friend." The most influential of contemporary philosophers explores
the idea of friendship and its political consequences, past and future. Until relatively
recently, Jacques Derrida was seen by many as nothing more than the high priest of
Deconstruction, by turns stimulating and fascinating, yet always somewhat disengaged
from the central political questions of our time. Or so it seemed. Derrida’s “political
turn,” marked especially by the appearance of Specters of Marx, has surprised some
and delighted others. In The Politics of Friendship Derrida renews and enriches this
orientation through an examination of the political history of the idea of friendship
pursued down the ages. Derrida’s thoughts are haunted throughout the book by the
strange and provocative address attributed to Aristotle, “my friends, there is no friend”
and its inversions by later philosophers such as Montaigne, Kant, Nietzsche, Schmitt
and Blanchot. The exploration allows Derrida to recall and restage the ways in which all
the oppositional couples of Western philosophy and political thought—friendship and
enmity, private and public life—have become madly and dangerously unstable. At the
same time he dissects genealogy itself, the familiar and male-centered notion of
fraternity and the virile virtue whose authority has gone unquestioned in our culture of
friendship and our models of democracy The future of the political, for Derrida,
becomes the future of friends, the invention of a radically new friendship, of a deeper
and more inclusive democracy. This remarkable book, his most profoundly important for
many years, offers a challenging and inspiring vision of that future.
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A central task in contemporary political philosophy is to identify principles governing
political life where citizens disagree deeply on important questions of value and, more
generally, about the proper ends of life. The distinctively liberal response to this
challenge insists that the state should as far as possible avoid relying on such
contested issues in its basic structure and deliberations. David McCabe critically
surveys influential defenses of the liberal solution and advocates modus vivendi
liberalism as an alternative defense of the liberal state. Acknowledging that the modus
vivendi approach does not provide the deep moral consensus that many liberals
demand, he defends the liberal state as an acceptable compromise among citizens who
will continue to see it as less than ideal. His book will interest a wide range of readers in
political philosophy and political theory.
In Refugees, Nathan Bell argues for nothing less than a new concept of the political:
that societies (liberal or not, in the mode of the sovereign state or some other form)
embrace an ethos of responsibility for others, where the right to seek asylum becomes
foundational for politics itself.
A leading conservative thinker argues that a nationalist order is the only realistic
safeguard of liberty in the world today Nationalism is the issue of our age. From Donald
Trump's "America First" politics to Brexit to the rise of the right in Europe, events have
forced a crucial debate: Should we fight for international government? Or should the
world's nations keep their independence and self-determination? In The Virtue of
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Nationalism, Yoram Hazony contends that a world of sovereign nations is the only
option for those who care about personal and collective freedom. He recounts how,
beginning in the sixteenth century, English, Dutch, and American Protestants revived
the Old Testament's love of national independence, and shows how their vision
eventually brought freedom to peoples from Poland to India, Israel to Ethiopia. It is this
tradition we must restore, he argues, if we want to limit conflict and hate -- and allow
human difference and innovation to flourish.
In the highly praised The Market for Virtue, David Vogel presents a clear, balanced
analysis of the contemporary corporate social responsibility (CSR) movement in the
United States and Europe. In this updated paperback edition, Vogel discusses recent
CSR initiatives and responds to new developments in the CSR debate. He asserts that
while the movement has achieved success in improving some labor, human rights, and
environmental practices in developing countries, there are limits to improving corporate
conduct without more extensive and effective government regulation. Put simply, Vogel
believes that there is a market for virtue, but it is limited by the substantial costs of
socially responsible business behavior. Praise for the cloth edition: "The definitive guide
to what corporate social responsibility can and cannot accomplish in a modern capitalist
economy."—Robert B. Reich, Brandeis University, and former U.S. Secretary of Labor
"Vogel raises a number of excellent points on the present and future of CSR."—Working
Knowledge, Harvard Business School "A useful corrective to the view that CSR alone is
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the full answer to social problems."—Business Ethics "The study combines sound logic
with illustrative cases, and advances the sophistication of the CSR debate
considerably." —John G. Ruggie, Harvard University, co-architect of UN Global Compact
"Barbara M. Hobson . . . makes a compelling case for the reform of prostitution policy in
. . . Uneasy Virtue. [This volume] demonstrates an effective analytical approach to
understanding public policy and its impact on prostitution policy. . . .Uneasy Virtue
proves particularly relevant today as right wing groups begin to guide discourse and
influence policy around reproductive rights, sexuality and the future of gender equality.
As Hobson proposes, the reform of prostitution polciy must be viewed in the broader
context of the political and economic struggles to emancipate women and thereby
create a more rational society."—Samuel Suchowlecky, Commentaries
Leaker critiques the role that the defence of free speech has played in legitimising the
scapegoating of oppressed minorities while deflecting attention from the egregious
operations of power that have led to ever greater inequality, injustice and capitalist
destruction.--Nick Riemer, Senior Lecturer in English, University of Sydney
In The Pursuit of Virtue, Lombardo outlines the impact that today’s culture of thought is
having on us individually and collectively – leaving us compulsively focused on the
present, seeking external validation. Lombardo encourages us to choose a path to what
he calls a Good Future, by acknowledging and developing our internal resources for
wisdom. This Good Future transcends the external and infuses our lives with qualities
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such as self-evolution, courage, and critical thinking, to lead us out of the shadows and
into the light.
Liberal democracy is the dominant political ideology in the West today. Taken at face
value it suggests an equivalency between its two central components--liberalism and
democracy--but as Fred Dallmayr argues here, the two operate in very different
registers. The two frequently conflict, endangering our public life.This is evident in the
rise of self-centered neo-liberalism as well as autocratic movements in our world today.
More specifically, the conflict within liberal democracy is between the pursuit of
individual or coporate interest, on the one hand, and a "people" increasingly fractured
by economic and cultural clashes, on the other. Dallmayr asks whether there is still
room for genuine privacy and authentic democracy when all public goods, from schools
to parks, police, and armies, have been made the target of privatization. In this book,
Dallmayr sets out to rescue democracy as a shared public and post-liberal regime.
Nonetheless, "post-liberalism" does not involve the denial of human freedom nor does it
suggest the endorsement of illiberal collectivism or nationalism. Drawing on a wide
range of contemporary political, religious, and secular thought, Dallmayr charts a
possible path to a liberal socialism that is devoid of egalitarian imperatives and a private
sphere free from acquisitiveness.
Named a Summer Must Read by Wall Street Journal, Town & Country, Elle, Harper’s
Bazaar, Entertainment Weekly, Glamour, Esquire, Bustle, Town & Country, Refinery29,
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and more “[Hoby] might have just written the defining New York City novel of our
fraught, socially anxious, and politically tumultuous times.” —Interview “Intense and
addictive.” —New York Times A powerful novel of youth, desire, and moral conflict, in
which a young man is seduced by the mirage of glamour—at terrible cost. Arriving in
New York City for an internship at an elite but fading magazine, Luca feels invisible:
smart but not worldly, privileged but broke, and uncertain how to navigate a new era of
social change. Among his peers is Zara, a young Black woman whose sharp wit and
frank views on injustice create tension in the office. Luca is equally drawn to an
attractive and wealthy white couple—a prominent artist and her filmmaker
husband—whose lifestyle he finds alien and alluring. As summer arrives, Luca is swept
up in the fever dream of their marriage, joining them at their beach house, and nurturing
an infatuation both frustrating and dangerous. Only after he learns of a spectacular
tragedy in the city he has left behind does he begin to realize the moral consequences
of his allegiances. In language at once lyrical and incisive, Hermione Hoby (“a writer of
extreme intelligence, insight, style and beauty” —Ann Patchett) offers a clear-eyed,
unsettling novel of the allure of privilege and the costs of complacency.
A denunciation of the credentialed elite class that serves capitalism while insisting on its own
progressive heroism Professional Managerial Class (PMC) elite workers labor in a world of
performative identity and virtue signaling, publicizing an ability to do ordinary things in
fundamentally superior ways. Author Catherine Liu shows how the PMC stands in the way of
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social justice and economic redistribution by promoting meritocracy, philanthropy, and other
self-serving operations to abet an individualist path to a better world. Virtue Hoarders is an
unapologetically polemical call to reject making a virtue out of taste and consumption habits.
Forerunners: Ideas First is a thought-in-process series of breakthrough digital publications.
Written between fresh ideas and finished books, Forerunners draws on scholarly work initiated
in notable blogs, social media, conference plenaries, journal articles, and the synergy of
academic exchange. This is gray literature publishing: where intense thinking, change, and
speculation take place in scholarship.
Kelly opens new questions about dialogue, colonial power, and changing conditions of political
possibility by examining the connection between politics and sexual morality in the British
colony of Fiji from 1929 to 1932.
The state has been a dominant political form, and the preferred model of political unity , for at
least the last two centuries. However, many today speak of its crisis, which stems from two
main factors: the state’s changing role in the globalizing international system and the state’s
complex relation to democracy, a key normative concept of contemporary politics. Authoritarian
leaders use the state to successfully reaffirm sovereignty, despite international integration;
democratic movements abound but often serve only to reinforce the regimes they contest. Is
there an alternative? Do we need to reconceive the phenomenon of state, with a view to the
future? These are the questions that an international group of scholars explores and answers
in this groundbreaking book, drawing on the history of political thought, continental philosophy,
and contemporary political examples. They engage the dialectical tradition broadly understood,
including phenomenological transcendentalism, the political philosophy of French public law,
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and German twentieth-century political philosophy beyond Weber. The result brings the state
into a critical political philosophy, providing a realistic model of what a good democratic state
could and should be like.
The 21st century offers a dizzying array of new technological developments: robots smart
enough to take white collar jobs, social media tools that manage our most important
relationships, ordinary objects that track, record, analyze and share every detail of our daily
lives, and biomedical techniques with the potential to transform and enhance human minds
and bodies to an unprecedented degree. Emerging technologies are reshaping our habits,
practices, institutions, cultures and environments in increasingly rapid, complex and
unpredictable ways that create profound risks and opportunities for human flourishing on a
global scale. How can our future be protected in such challenging and uncertain conditions?
How can we possibly improve the chances that the human family will not only live, but live well,
into the 21st century and beyond? This book locates a key to that future in the distant past:
specifically, in the philosophical traditions of virtue ethics developed by classical thinkers from
Aristotle and Confucius to the Buddha. Each developed a way of seeking the good life that
equips human beings with the moral and intellectual character to flourish even in the most
unpredictable, complex and unstable situations--precisely where we find ourselves today.
Through an examination of the many risks and opportunities presented by rapidly changing
technosocial conditions, Vallor makes the case that if we are to have any real hope of securing
a future worth wanting, then we will need more than just better technologies. We will also need
better humans. Technology and the Virtues develops a practical framework for seeking that
goal by means of the deliberate cultivation of technomoral virtues: specific skills and strengths
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of character, adapted to the unique challenges of 21st century life, that offer the human family
our best chance of learning to live wisely and well with emerging technologies.
Whiteshift: the turbulent journey from a world of racially homogeneous white majorities to one
of racially hybrid majorities This is the century of whiteshift. As Western societies are becoming
increasingly mixed-race, demographic change is transforming politics. Over half of American
babies are non-white, and by the end of the century, minorities and those of mixed race are
projected to form the majority in the UK and other countries. The early stages of this
transformation have led to a populist disruption, tearing a path through the usual politics of left
and right. Ethnic transformation will continue, but conservative whites are unlikely to exit
quietly; their feelings of alienation are already redrawing political lines and convulsing societies
across the West. One of the most crucial challenges of our time is to enable conservatives as
well as cosmopolitans to view whiteshift as a positive development. In this groundbreaking
book, political scientist Eric Kaufmann examines the evidence to explore ethnic change in
North American and Western Europe. Tracing four ways of dealing with this
transformation—fight, repress, flight, and join—he charts different scenarios and calls for us to
move beyond empty talk about national identity. If we want to avoid more radical political
divisions, he argues, we have to open up debate about the future of white majorities. Deeply
thought provoking, enriched with illustrative stories, and drawing on detailed and extraordinary
survey, demographic, and electoral data, Whiteshift will redefine the way we discuss race in
the twenty-first century.
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In an era of safe spaces, trigger warnings,
and an unprecedented election, the country's youth are in crisis. Senator Ben Sasse warns the
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nation about the existential threat to America's future. Raised by well-meaning but
overprotective parents and coddled by well-meaning but misbegotten government programs,
America's youth are ill-equipped to survive in our highly-competitive global economy. Many of
the coming-of-age rituals that have defined the American experience since the Founding:
learning the value of working with your hands, leaving home to start a family, becoming
economically self-reliant—are being delayed or skipped altogether. The statistics are daunting:
30% of college students drop out after the first year, and only 4 in 10 graduate. One in three
18-to-34 year-olds live with their parents. From these disparate phenomena: Nebraska Senator
Ben Sasse who as president of a Midwestern college observed the trials of this generation up
close, sees an existential threat to the American way of life. In The Vanishing American Adult,
Sasse diagnoses the causes of a generation that can't grow up and offers a path for raising
children to become active and engaged citizens. He identifies core formative experiences that
all young people should pursue: hard work to appreciate the benefits of labor, travel to
understand deprivation and want, the power of reading, the importance of nurturing your
body—and explains how parents can encourage them. Our democracy depends on responsible,
contributing adults to function properly—without them America falls prey to populist
demagogues. A call to arms, The Vanishing American Adult will ignite a much-needed debate
about the link between the way we're raising our children and the future of our country.
Presents a groundbreaking investigation into the origins of morality at the core of religion and
politics, offering scholarly insight into the motivations behind cultural clashes that are polarizing
America.
Explores abuses perpetrated in the name of multiculturalism, discussing battles over political
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values, school curricula, and censorship
"One of the most important political books of 2018."—Rod Dreher, American Conservative Of
the three dominant ideologies of the twentieth century—fascism, communism, and
liberalism—only the last remains. This has created a peculiar situation in which liberalism’s
proponents tend to forget that it is an ideology and not the natural end-state of human political
evolution. As Patrick Deneen argues in this provocative book, liberalism is built on a foundation
of contradictions: it trumpets equal rights while fostering incomparable material inequality; its
legitimacy rests on consent, yet it discourages civic commitments in favor of privatism; and in
its pursuit of individual autonomy, it has given rise to the most far-reaching, comprehensive
state system in human history. Here, Deneen offers an astringent warning that the centripetal
forces now at work on our political culture are not superficial flaws but inherent features of a
system whose success is generating its own failure.
Traces how uneducated buffoonery became popular to the point of representing American
culture, and expresses the author's hope that the nation will eventually value intellect more
than reality television.
This edited collection showcases the contribution of women to the development of political
ideas during the Enlightenment, and presents an alternative to the male-authored canon of
philosophy and political thought. Over the course of the eighteenth century increasing numbers
of women went into print, and they exploited both new and traditional forms to convey their
political ideas: from plays, poems, and novels to essays, journalism, annotated translations,
and household manuals, as well as dedicated political tracts. Recently, considerable scholarly
attention has been paid to women’s literary writing and their role in salon society, but their
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participation in political debates is less well studied. This volume offers new perspectives on
some better known authors such as Mary Wollstonecraft, Catharine Macaulay, and Anna
Laetitia Barbauld, as well as neglected figures from the British Isles and continental Europe.
The collection advances discussion of how best to understand women’s political contributions
during the period, the place of salon sociability in the political development of Europe, and the
interaction between discourses on slavery and those on women’s rights. It will interest
scholars and researchers working in women’s intellectual history and Enlightenment thought
and serve as a useful adjunct to courses in political theory, women’s studies, the history of
feminism, and European history.
The contributors reveal how public policy in the United States has weakened the institutions of
civil society that play a critical role in forming and sustaining the qualities of mind and character
crucial to democratic self-government. The authors show what can be done, consistent with
the principles of a free society, to establish a healthier relationship between public policy and
character.
This collection of essays outlines a new political economy. Twenty years after the demise of
Soviet communism, the global recession into which free-market capitalism has plunged the
world economy provides a unique opportunity to chart an alternative path. Both the left-wing
adulation of centralized statism and the right-wing fetishization of market liberalism are part of
a secular logic that is collapsing under the weight of its own inner contradictions. It is surely no
coincidence that the crisis of global capitalism occurs at the same time as the crisis of secular
modernity. Building on the tradition of Catholic social teaching since the groundbreaking
encyclical Rerum Novarum (1891), Pope Benedict XVI's Caritas in Veritate is the most radical
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intervention in contemporary debates on the future of economics, politics, and society.
Benedict outlines a Catholic "third way" that combines strict limits on state and market power
with a civil economy centered on mutualist businesses, cooperatives, credit unions, and other
reciprocal arrangements. His call for a civil economy also represents a radical "middle" position
between an exclusively religious and a strictly secular perspective. Thus, Benedict's vision for
an alternative political economy resonates with people of all faiths and none.
This book provides a unified account of the connection between justice and the good life. It
argues that the virtues of character require institutions, while good institutions enable persons
to live together virtuously. Although virtue ethics and political philosophy are rich and
sophisticated philosophical traditions, there has been an unfortunate divergence, in theory and
practice, between the virtues of character and the virtues of institutions. This book has two
primary purposes. First, it reorients political philosophy around the concept of the good life. To
do so, the author addresses the problem of political authority from a virtue ethics perspective.
He also considers whether a political theory oriented around the good life is compatible with
Rawls’s notion of reasonable pluralism. Second, the book explains the relationship between
the virtues of institutions and the virtues of character. The author shows how institutions
support the development and exercise of the virtues of character, while examining specific
other-regarding virtues such as justice and friendship. The Authority of Virtue will appeal to
scholars and advanced students working in virtue ethics, social and political philosophy,
ancient philosophy, and political theory.
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